Integrative Medicine Education and Research (IMER) Group / AIMA Meeting

Integrative Mental Health

Wednesday 2\textsuperscript{nd} May 2012

\textit{The Alfred Centre,} 99 Commercial Rd, Prahran
Level 5, Lecture Theatre
6.30pm for 7.10pm start

\textit{Light refreshments will be provided by FIT-BioCeuticals}

RACGP QI & CPD Program Approved for 2 Category 2 Points

6.30 – 7.10pm  Networking and informal discussion
7.10 – 7.15 pm  Welcome
7.15 – 8.00 pm  Current Scientific Research of Neutaceuticals in Depression & Anxiety
\textit{Presented by Dr Jerome Sarris, Research Fellow (Department of Psychiatry) at University of Melbourne, Adjunctive Research Fellow (Centre for Human Psychopharmacology) Swinburne University, Vice President at International Network of Integrated Mental Health.}
8:00 – 8:15pm  Case study presentation – Integrative Mental Health
\textit{Presented by Sally Mathrick, Naturopath at Sound Medicine, writer, and director of The Byron Integrative Medicine Conferences.}
8.15 – 8.30 pm  General discussion with the speakers

Enquires to Lisa Hose lisa.hose@monash.edu or 9903 0471

Please note: Change of venue from 2011 meetings (map attached); if you arrive after 7pm please phone 0409 160 058 as building will be locked

\url{www.alfredhealth.org.au/icwg}

All Healthcare Providers Welcome (Naturopaths, GP's and other Medical Practitioners, Integrative Medicine Practitioners, Chiropractors, Nurses, Psychologists, Osteopaths, Pharmacists, Dieticians, Nutritionists, Chinese medical practitioners etc).
Directions to The Alfred Centre Lecture Theatre:

Walk down Centre Lane off Commercial Rd (in between The Alfred Centre & the MacFarlane Burnet Centre) & turn left entering The Alfred Centre at the pedestrian crossing. Catch B Lifts up to the 5th Floor.